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as with its predecessor, the lp/jay collaboration did not fare well with critics. collision course did not do as well commercially as its predecessor, numb/encore, as it only peaked at no. 6 on the billboard 200. of course, this is to be expected, as it was not the album that was widely considered as the band's best work, meteora; it is an album that was spearheaded by
jay-z and linkin park, and due to that reason, it is expected that it will not reach the commercial heights of its predecessor. even though it was a successful release, this album has yet to be certified platinum in the u.s. the project also has some controversy surrounding it, as the lp and jay both did not directly collaborate on the project. the record was done at jay-zs
studio in new york city, who is also a producer. the only reason that linkin park is featured on the album is because of their friendship with jay-z, who said that he hoped to collaborate with the group, and he did so. the lp album meteora was released first, and then it was the jay-z album, collision course , and it was about a month or two later that the lp album was

released. even though it did not do as well as their previous album, it was still a successful project, as it helped jay-z to be recognized as a rapper with a certain level of fame. in any event, it wasnt about chest-puffing: what made collision course work as a project is the humility that both artists brought to the collaboration. on the bonus dvd, both jay and lp are
seen going out of their way to accommodate the other, jigga happily re-recording vocals while shinoda takes his notes on song-structuring to heart. both just seem excited to be working with one another shinoda practically dies of happiness watching jay flawlessly spit na what over lps faint production, barely getting out the words when its over: jay, i just wanna

say thank you'
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